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How does an innocent lady find herself forced to wed a royal spy who seduced herâ€•by mistake?

For Lady Rebecca Marshall, a whirlwind of passion and excitement begins when, to her

motherâ€™s great delight, she becomes a maid of honor at the court of Queen Victoria.

Rebeccaâ€™s mother sees this appointment as a golden opportunity for Rebecca to make a good

match.At court, Rebecca innocently steps into the rivalry between the queenâ€™s spymaster and

the noblewoman in charge of the maids of honor who is using the maids to spy on powerful

courtiers. Soon Rebecca is entangled in a web of deceit with the charming marquis Rupert St. John.

The devastatingly handsome nâ€™er-do-well is the cousin of Raphael Locke, with whom Rebecca

was once infatuated. What she doesnâ€™t know is that Rupert is a secret agent of the crown who

leads a double life.When Rupert obtains proof that Rebecca is spying on him, he seduces her. He

hardly suspects her guileless nature. Forced to the altar, Rupert believes that Rebecca has set a

trap of the worst sort in order to marry into his powerful family. Although he vows never to be faithful

to his beautiful wife, as Rupert comes to know Rebeccaâ€™s wit, adventurous spirit, and generous

nature, his vow of revenge turns into a desire to share many passionate nights only with his wife for

the rest of his life.Warm, witty, and filled with the â€œdeliciously sexyâ€• (Booklist) flirtation that

makes each of her bestsellers an irresistible gem, A Rogue of My Own will have listeners falling in

love with Johanna Lindsey all over again!
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This was my first book by Johanna Lindsey, and I'll be honest... I was really disappointed. I admit I

bought this book without checking out the ratings on .com... I ALWAYS check ratings first, so shame

on me! But this was a last minute audio book purchase before an emergency eye surgery so I

needed to buy SOMETHING! I've decided I may check out some of her earlier works because other

reviews indicate she has much better fare than this latest effort, but really, this book contained no

romance. It was all lust with no chemistry whatsoever and an absolute jerk for a hero, who ended up

not being any sort of a hero at all! Would you want a man who consistently told you over and over

again that he didn't believe you, didn't trust you? Accused you of being a liar even when there was

proof to the contrary? I sure wouldn't! With that, the story became completely unrealistic real fast.

And if I had to read one more time about how "angelic" Rupert was in Rebecca's eyes, I swear the

audiobook discs were going to become frisbees for my dogs. Clearly his "angelic" glow impaired

Rebecca's vision!The potential for a great story was definitely there but it all just fell short. I was

hoping Nigel could save the story and pair Rebecca and Rupert together to unfoil a good plot

against the crown. The possibilities were endless yet the whole scenario with the Pearsons was so

under-developed and brief it seemed like a last minute effort to create a little drama just to give the

story some sort of climax, weak as it was. The potential to witness a blossoming romance was there

as well but completely ignored. Instead Rebecca endured more accusations of untrustworthiness

from Rupert, then of all things, he married her! WHAT?? The ultimate reason for the marriage made

sense for the Victorian era, but come on!
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